BLOW SMOKE
to the tune of Bang Band by Jessica J, Ariana
Grande, Nicki Minaj
VERSE 1
You've got some warnings that are really wack
They don't do anything to stop the lure
The plain packaging Australia's packs
They're guaranteed to Gross you out for sure,
yeah
We’ve Been waiting For That
Le - ga-lizing the new packs
Show everybody what is bad for you
Cuz if they knew It would blow their minds, yeah

VERSE 2
They might of tried to teach you D.A.R.E. in
school
But I'mma show you to ignite your flame
No, I don't need to hear them talk the talk
And then sit back and look to place the
blame, ohh
We are ready
To dish hhhhh
MAKE TOBACCO vanish
Show everybody what is bad for you
Cuz if they knew
It would blow their minds, yeah
CHORUS

CHORUS
BLOW SMOKE
That's what you do (deliberately)
BLOW SMOKE
Try to confuse (so deceptively)
Wait a minute
Got to stop right there
Wait a minute
Got to...(ah, hey)
DON’T SMOKE
Protect your heart (you don't have to quit)
DON’T SMOKE (if you don't start)
And that's a promise
Wait a minute
Listen - just be aware
Wait a minute
Got to... (ah, hey)

VERSE 3
Like sweet moscato
Vape juice in a bottle
Nicotine full throttle it's oh oh
Drowning in the grotto
Kids losing in the lotto
They're Juuling in the auto want mo mo
Hookah's they blow
They'll kill you slow
Ash on your tongue & back of your throat
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Just start kickin' it
Those carcinogens
Kick a field goal - win it
Finish it
Shisha goza you know-za
Both are links to lip cancer
Squamous cell carcinoma
Some fancy medical banter
If you don't get your quick fix
Your mind start to play tricks
Begin
Acting like a fiend
Become a rebel not for kicks
Uhh, D to the O to the N to the T to the uh
uh
S to the M to the O to the K to the Eeeee
Show everybody what is bad for you
Cuz if they knew
It would blow their minds
Baby
CHORUS
DON’T SMOKE
Got to not smoke
(repeat)

BIG TOBACCO
to the tune of Head and Heart by Joel Curry
Oh my gosh oh my gosh, decades of work undone
Big Tobacco's on the scene, doing things they've always done
Oh my gosh, oh my gosh, kids suffer addiction
Become frozen in motion - like a rat trapped on a wheel
(Trapped on a wheel)
Awful feelings, betrayal of trust
Try disregarding, but enough is enough
Big Tobacco
E-cigs, vape potions, disposable CRUSH
Kids like frozen in motion, try to quit but cannot stop
Big Tobacco
Big Tobacco

Didn't come this far
To only come this far
Am playing all of our cards
Decades of work undone - hear my rant
Big Tobacco
Big Tobacco
Big Tobacco
Oh my gosh oh my gosh, decades of work undone
Big Tobacco's on the scene, doing things they've always done
Oh my gosh, oh my gosh, kids suffer addiction
Become frozen in motion - like a rat trapped on a wheel
(Trapped on a wheel)
Big Tobacco

Oooh, oh my gosh, oh my gosh, can't believe what they've become
They're making things they shouldn't make, & try to sell to everyone
Ohhh - oh my gosh, oh my gosh, kids suffer addiction
Become frozen in motion - like a rat trapped on a wheel
(Trapped on a wheel)
Awful feelings, betrayal of trust
Try disregarding, but enough is enough
Big Tobacco
E-cigs, vape potions, disposable CRUSH
Kids get frozen in motion, try to quit but cannot stop
Big Tobacco
Big Tobacco
Big Tobacco
Big Tobacco
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RENEGADING
to the tune of Levitating by Dua Lipa
VERSE 1
Know you wanna advertise to me,
your reps are snap chatting,
everyone sees that t's not right
I had a premonition that I fell into addiction,
couldn't shake a ball and
chain for life
You just glamorize
Lie bombs in disguise
Understand now, reasons why
You gotta make sure you get fifty per cent
new re-placement smokers to replace ones
who've died
BRIDGE
You want me
To get hooked, baby
On nicotine
I’m RENEGADING
The only way
To Elevating
yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah
CHORUS
I got Truth
Shine Light
You're like
Dark night
For the youth, alright
Come on, let them be
I’m RENEGADING

(Repeat CHORUS)
VERSE 2
Your intent's to get to me,
engage willing celebrities,
while knowing that you go too far
Got to say whenever, that you never ever
ever, have to quit if you don’t ever start
You just glamorize
Lie bombs in disguise
Understand now reasons why
Let's stop these ads forever, we can do it ,
work together, and empower kids to shine
like stars

RAP
My love is like a rocket watch it blast off
For the kids who never started - solid as rocks
And the ones who got addicted - now can't stop
yeah yeah yeah - yeah yeah
My love is like a rocket watch it blast off
For the kids who never started - solid as rocks
And the ones who got addicted - now can't stop
yeah yeah yeah - yeah yeah
BRIDGE
You want me To get hooked, baby
On nicotine I’m RENEGADING
The only way To Elevating
yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah
CHORUS

BRIDGE
CHORUS
BRIDGE 2
You can TAKE A STAND and Join This FIGHT
You’re EMPOWERED now to do what's right
Never let them take you for a ride
yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah
I’m RENEGADING
whoo
BRIDGE 2 repeat

whoo
BRIDGE 2
whoo
CHORUS
I got Truth
Shine Light
You're like
Dark night
For the youth, alright
Come on, let them be
I’m RENEGADING
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